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Help Us Celebrate our 65th Anniversary with the Crabs at
the Arcata Ballpark!
Artwork provided by Beverly Harper

Kick off your summer with Coast Central day at the Arcata Ballpark as we cheer on the Humboldt Crabs!

Summer is coming, so that means it’s time for Humboldt Crabs baseball. Coast Central Credit Union is a proud
sponsor of America's oldest operating summer collegiate baseball team! We can't think of a better way to
celebrate our 65th anniversary than taking in a ball game in with our members and fellow employees. Please join
us on Sunday, June 14th for the 12:30 pm game against the Seattle Studs. You'll be able to pick up some free
tickets to the game at a local Coast Central Member Services Branch starting June 1st. See you at the game!
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What Size Should Your Mortgage Down Payment Be?
Is the 20 percent rule really that important?

As if buying your first home wasn’t stressful enough with inspections and appraisals, you also have to worry about
financing. Deciding how much to put down on your home can affect you for the rest of your life. Luckily, there are
clear-cut advantages and disadvantages to putting certain amounts down. 

 

Twenty percent is ideal 
 
Culture deems 20 percent as the magic
number for both buyers and lenders.
Why? For the borrower, 20 percent
down usually will qualify you for a
slightly lower interest rate than someone
who makes a smaller down payment.
Another benefit is that you will borrow
less money, making your monthly
payments smaller. Additionally, you will
have 20 percent equity in your home
right off the bat, meaning that will be
available to borrow against the loan in
the future, or get it back as part of your
profit when you sell.

 

On the other hand, 20 percent of the
average home price in the nation
($200,000) is $40,000. Saving up that
much cash, plus the additional cash you
will need for closing costs, moving fees,
etc., can take more than a handful of
years. All the while, the housing market
may see prices and interest rates
increase, making it even harder on buyers. 

 

One more advantage for buyers with a 20 percent down payment is that you may not have to pay private
mortgage insurance (PMI), which provides insurance to the lender in case you default on your loan. Thus, this
amount is viewed as ideal by the lender because its risk is greatly reduced due to you investing more of your own
money in your home.

 

Pros and cons
 

There are loans available that require as little as three percent down. This could be great, as you will obviously
not need to save up as much money and can become a homeowner much faster. However, significantly smaller
down payments do have their disadvantages as well:

You will have to pay PMI to your lender, which increases your monthly payments. Depending on the loan,
the PMI will need to be paid until you reach 20 percent equity, or sometimes even for the duration of the
mortgage. 
Your home loan will be larger, making your monthly payments larger as well.
Your interest rate will be slightly higher, too, compared to someone who makes a 20 percent down payment.
In order to qualify for a mortgage, your maximum debt-to-income ratio must be 43 percent or less;
therefore, a smaller down payment may make it harder to qualify for a loan at all.  

Ultimately, the decision about the size of your down payment depends on a variety of factors, which can be







weighed only by you, the buyer/borrower. Consult with a lender to evaluate your individualized loan options and
make the best choice in the context of your individual financial plan.
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Holding Equities for the Long Term: Time Versus Timing

Holding Equities for the Long Term: Time Versus Timing

Legendary investor Warren Buffett is famous for his long-term perspective. He has said that he likes to make
investments he would be comfortable holding even if the market shut down for 10 years.

Investing with an eye to the long term is particularly important with stocks. Historically, equities have typically
outperformed bonds, cash, and inflation, though past performance is no guarantee of future results and those
returns also have involved higher volatility.

It can be challenging to have Buffett-like patience during periods such as 2000-2002, when the stock market fell
for 3 years in a row, or 2008, which was the worst year for the Standard & Poor's 500 since the Depression era.
Times like those can frazzle the nerves of any investor, even the pros. With stocks, having an investing strategy is
only half the battle; the other half is being able to stick to it.

Just what is long term?
Your own definition of "long term" is most important, and will depend in part on your individual financial goals and
when you want to achieve them. A 70-year-old retiree may have a shorter "long term" than a 30 year old who's
saving for retirement.

Your strategy should take into account that the market will not go in one direction forever—either up or down.
However, it's instructive to look at various holding periods for equities over the years. Historically, the shorter your
holding period, the greater the chance of experiencing a loss. It's true that the S&P 500 showed negative returns
for the two 10-year periods ending in 2008 and 2009, which encompassed both the tech crash and the credit
crisis. However, the last negative-return 10-year period before then ended in 1939, and each of the trailing 10-year
periods since 2010 have also been positive.*

The benefits of patience
Trying to second-guess the market can be challenging at best; even professionals often have trouble. According
to "Behavioral Patterns and Pitfalls of U.S. Investors," a 2010 Library of Congress report prepared for the
Securities and Exchange Commission, excessive trading often causes investors to under perform the market.

The Power of Time











Note: Though past performance is no guarantee of future results, the odds of achieving a positive return in the
stock market have been much higher over a 5-or 10-year period than for a single year.

Another study, "Stock Market Extremes and Portfolio Performance 1926-2004," initially done by the University of
Michigan in 1994 and updated in 2005, showed that a handful of months or days account for most market gains
and losses. The return dropped dramatically on a portfolio that was out of the stock market.

entirely on the 90 best trading days in history. Returns also improved just as dramatically by avoiding the market's
90 worst days; the problem, of course, is being able to forecast which days those will be. Even if you're able to
avoid losses by being out of the market, will you know when to get back in?

Keeping yourself on track
It's useful to have strategies in place that can help improve your financial and psychological readiness to take a
long-term approach to investing in equities. Even if you're not a buy-and-hold investor, a trading discipline can
help you stick to a long-term plan.

Have a game plan against panic
Having predetermined guidelines that anticipate turbulent times can help prevent emotion from dictating your
decisions. For example, you might determine in advance that you will take profits when the market rises by a
certain percentage, and buy when the market has fallen by a set percentage. Or you might take a
core-and-satellite approach, using buy-and-hold principles for most of your portfolio and tactical investing based
on a shorter-term outlook for the rest.

Remember that everything's relative
Most of the variance in the returns of different portfolios is based on their respective asset allocations. If you've got
a well-diversified portfolio, it might be useful to compare its overall performance to the S&P 500. If you discover
you've done better than, say, the stock market as a whole, you might feel better about your long-term prospects.

Current performance may not reflect past results
Don't forget to look at how far you've come since you started investing. When you're focused on day-to-day market
movements, it's easy to forget the progress you've already made. Keeping track of where you stand relative to not
only last year but to 3, 5, and 10 years ago may help you remember that the current situation is unlikely to last
forever.

Consider playing defense
Some investors try to prepare for volatile periods by reexamining their allocation to such defensive sectors as
consumer staples or utilities (though like all stocks, those sectors involve their own risks). Dividends also can help
cushion the impact of price swings. If you're retired and worried about a market downturn's impact on your







income, think before reacting. If you sell stock during a period of falling prices simply because that was your
original game plan, you might not get the best price. Moreover, that sale might also reduce your ability to generate
income in later years. What might it cost you in future returns by selling stocks at a low point if you don't need to?
Perhaps you could adjust your lifestyle temporarily.

Use cash to help manage your mindset
Having some cash holdings can be the financial equivalent of taking deep breaths to relax. It can enhance your
ability to act thoughtfully instead of impulsively. An appropriate asset allocation can help you have enough
resources on hand to prevent having to sell stocks at an inopportune time to meet ordinary expenses or, if you've
used leverage, a margin call.

A cash cushion coupled with a disciplined investing strategy can change your perspective on market downturns.
Knowing that you're positioned to take advantage of a market swoon by picking up bargains may increase your
ability to be patient.

Know what you own and why you own it
When the market goes off the tracks, knowing why you made a specific investment can help you evaluate whether
those reasons still hold. If you don't understand why a security is in your portfolio, find out. A stock may still be a
good long-term opportunity even when its price has dropped.

Tell yourself that tomorrow is another day
The market is nothing if not cyclical. Even if you wish you had sold at what turned out to be a market peak, or
regret having sat out a buying opportunity, you may get another chance. If you're considering changes, a volatile
market is probably the worst time to turn your portfolio inside out. Solid asset allocation is still the basis of good
investment planning.

Be willing to learn from your mistakes
Anyone can look good during bull markets; smart investors are produced by the inevitable rough patches. Even
the best aren't right all the time. If an earlier choice now seems rash, sometimes the best strategy is to take a tax
loss, learn from the experience, and apply the lesson to future decisions.

*Data source: Calculations by Broadridge based on total returns on the S&P 500 Index over rolling 1-, 5-, and
10-year periods between 1926 and 2014.

Andrew Shaw and Mark Gorge are Financial Advisors with Coast Central Financial and Retirement Planning. If
you have any questions about investment strategies, you may contact Andrew (ext. 375) or Mark (ext. 371) at 707
445-8801.

Securities sold, advisory services offered through CUNA Brokerage Services, Inc. (CBSI), member FINRA / SIPC
, a registered broker/dealer and investment advisor. CBSI is under contract with the financial institution to make
securities available to members. Not NCUA/NCUSIF/FDIC insured, May Lose Value, No Financial Institution
Guarantee. Not a deposit of any financial institution.

CUNA Brokerage Services, Inc., is a registered broker/dealer in all fifty states of the United States of
America.
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Building a Good Relationship With Your Financial Institution
Tips for small business owners who want a better financial relationship

If you’re a small business owner, it’s important that you not see banking as a chore, but instead, as an opportunity
to network and build a mutually beneficial relationship. The way that you approach your relationship with your
financial institution can impact many aspects of your business, so it’s important to put an effort into making the
relationship strong.  

 

If you want to have a good relationship with your financial institution, the first thing you need to consider is what
type of financial institution you work with. When it comes to small business banking, the benefits of using a small,
community-based financial institution are clear. Small, local financial institutions have a long record of giving out
loans to small businesses at a higher rate than the national banking giants.  

 

“Even given today's banking climate, it's
easier to get a startup loan from
community [financial institutions],
according to the Independent
Community Bankers of America,” states
Entrepreneur.com. “They can be a little
more flexible, don't have a bureaucracy
to deal with, and are more apt to make
character loans.”

 

There are many reasons why small
financial institutions may be more
flexible and likely to give out small
business loans. First, community-based
financial institutions know the
businesses in the area and can more
easily evaluate the business’s worth to
the community and potential for
success. At a national chain, however,
the people who make the big decisions
may not be the people you meet with at
your branch, and they have to rely
primarily upon hard numbers instead of
local knowledge.

 

If you already do your personal banking
at a community-based financial institution and have a relationship with the people who work there, then you are in
luck when seeking to start a business banking relationship. 

 

“If you don't have that kind of relationship at your [financial institution], start to get to know your bankers now,”
states Entrepreneur.com. “Visit chamber of commerce meetings; go to networking events; take part in community
functions that local bankers or other movers and shakers are a part of. A banker with a personal interest in you is
more likely to look favorably on your loan application.” 

 

Using the same financial institution for a variety of services is another great way to build a beneficial relationship.
If you have already demonstrated a good record of paying back personal loans and directly depositing a steady
paycheck at your financial institution, then there is a clear history of trust already established when you seek to
start accounts for your business or take out new loans. 

 







“In essence, because a [financial institution] is already familiar with your financial situation, it takes less time to
gather your information and vet the accuracy of what you report,” states Casey Bond, contributor to the Huffington
Post. “This is not only beneficial when it comes to things like combining statements or transferring money, but also
when applying for loans when the approval process can be lengthy and complicated if the lending institution
doesn't ‘know’ you from a previous business relationship.”

 

When you build a strong relationship with your community financial institution by establishing a history of
trustworthiness and commitment, you will be building a strong foundation for your small business.
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Member Events Calendar

Member Events Calendar
Join us for upcoming Credit Union and community events!

May 15th- Shred Day. 10am-2pm, McKinleyville Central
May 16th- Pre-Qualification Real Estate Seminar with Ming Tree
Realty.  11am and 2pm, Ming Tree offices 509 J Street, Eureka.
May 20- “Protecting You Online Identity” an information Systems
seminar with featured speaker Ed Christians. 6pm, Harrison Lobby
May 30th-June 7th- Pony Express Days, McKinleyville
June 5th- Shred Day. 10am-2pm, Crescent City
June 14th- Coast Central Day at the Crab’s game! 12:30pm, Arcata
Ball Park
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Online Banking: How to Avoid Being Hacked
Helpful ways to minimize getting hacked

Online banking is convenient, efficient and simplifies your finance management immensely. No more statements
and papers — everything is on your computer or mobile device, right at your fingertips.

However, that comes with a major caveat, especially when it comes to using online banking for small businesses. 

 

“Small mom-and-pop shops do not understand that banking online comes with serious risks,” says Brian Krebs, a
cyber-security expert and blogger. Small business accounts are not always protected against cyber hacking. In
fact, even large corporations, like Target, Neiman Marcus and Michaels, have all been the subject of hacking.  

 

The good news is that you can protect yourself, and your assets. To reduce your odds of being hacked, follow
these steps:

 

Create complex passwords 
There’s a reason most websites call for
case-sensitive passwords or ones with
numbers or symbols. Making a strong
password decreases the chance that a
hacker can easily figure it out and log
into your account. The problem is, most
people are still using easy-to-guess
passwords. In an analysis done of 32
million passwords by Imperva, an
Internet and data security company, it
was found that the top 10 passwords
are as follows: 123456, 12345,
123456789, Password, iloveyou,
princess, rockyou, 1234567, 12345678
and abc123. These make it easy for
hackers to get into your account, so it’s
important to avoid using these or any
similar variations. 

 

Use unique, long passwords for every
account — and change them often  
Steer clear of making the same
password for numerous online accounts. 

 

“Hackers are hoping that people use the same password across multiple sites,” says Roy Nutter, computer
science and electrical engineering professor at West Virginia University. “Don’t make it easy for them.” And when
making your different passwords, keep in mind the length of them, too. “The longer the password, the better,”
Nutter advises. “I recommend at least a 12-character password — more than the 8-character general rule —
because it is less vulnerable.” In addition, it’s important to change passwords frequently, which will increase
security. 

 

Log out of accounts, especially in public 
How many times have you shut your laptop without closing out of the tabs you have open? This is especially
concerning when using public Wi-Fi, say at a hotel or coffee shop. 







 

“People generally don't bother to check out the security characteristics of public networks before logging on, plus
wireless transmissions can be intercepted by nearby Bluetooth-type devices,” says Richard Barrington, a
spokesman for MoneyRates.com. That includes public libraries, too. "The PCs [at libraries] are subject to viruses
and spyware that you have no control over,” explains Robert Sicillano, a consultant for McAfee and expert on
identity theft. Be sure to log out of all accounts thoroughly after using public (or regular) Wi-Fi. 

Don’t get personal with social media 
In other words, avoid over sharing on accounts like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn and others. 

 

“The way social media accounts are accessed also leaves users vulnerable,” explains Larry Bridwell, global
security strategist at Sticky Password. “When updating your status or posting a picture to Instagram, users may
have to access an open Wi-Fi network. However, they may find themselves falling prey to hackers who utilize
open Wi-Fi networks to gain access and information into accounts.” 

 

So what kinds of things shouldn’t you post? 

 

"Be careful sharing your pet's name, your children's names or the name of the high school you attended,
especially if you use this information as account passwords or answers to security questions," says Lisa Robinson,
a senior vice president at Wells Fargo Internet Services Group. “Never share your mother's maiden name, your
Social Security number, your bank account numbers, or your user names or passwords for any account.”

Utilize anti-virus and anti-spyware protection 
This kind of software helps detect and protect you from malicious software (malware) and computer viruses. 

 

"[Common viruses like] trojans and worms can infect your computer and use keystrokes and other tactics to get
your bank credentials," says Sol Nasisi, chief economist at BestCashCow.com. In turn, this software discourages
hackers and helps your accounts stay safe. One tip: Set up your protection software so that it automatically
updates daily. That way, you don’t forget to do it when needed.

 

Stop by today or give us a call to find out what online banking options are available to our customers.
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Garage Sale Do’s and Don’ts
Consider these tips when hosting your next tag sale

It’s garage sale season! How does it sound to get paid for items you don’t want?

 

Garage sales are a great way to get rid of things you don’t use any more — from your old children’s toys to the
multiple sets of dishes boxed in the garage collecting dust. Maybe you’re moving and need to downsize. Or
maybe you’re just fed up with the clutter in your home. Whatever the reason, if you can make a few bucks while
getting rid of unwanted possessions, it seems like a no-brainer.

 

But before you simply drag all your items onto your front lawn, know that there are a few strategies to holding a
successful yard sale. Consider these do’s and don’ts:

 

DO

Be realistic with prices - As a general
rule of thumb, garage sale prices should
be between 25 and 30 percent of the
item’s original price, and even less if
your true motive is to get rid of things.
However, it’s also important to note that
most people will bargain you down even
more (all the fun of a tag sale!), even if
you do start at a low price, so be sure to
keep that in mind when pricing.

Present special offers - If you’re trying
to get rid of one specific genre of items
that you have multiple of (think books,
clothing, stuffed animals, etc.), proclaim
that if someone buys, say, $10 worth of
items, they get a book of their choice for
free. Or, price those kinds of items with
some kind of deal attached to it (i.e.:
Books are 25 cents each or five for a
dollar, or if you buy one stuffed animal,
get one free, etc.).

Advertise your sale - Spread the word
by placing an ad in your local paper in
the garage sale section. Typically, this
section is also posted online. You can
list when your garage sale is happening,
your address, and the types of items you’ll be selling. Also, try hanging signs around your neighborhood,
especially at busy intersections. It doesn’t have to be anything fancy: a piece of paper written with black ink,
announcing the garage sale, with your address and a large arrow that people can see from their cars.

Label as many items as you can - Depending on how many items you have for sale, it may be difficult to mark
every single item. But price tags let people know exactly what something costs without having to ask you — and if
you’re busy helping another customer and someone is waiting to ask you about price, they may decide they don’t
want the item and you’ll lose the sale. Tip: Label items that you want to get rid of most with “Make an offer.” This
will intrigue your customers, even if they weren’t necessarily interested in the item in the first place.

Organize your items -  Make sure your objects are arranged in an organized manner. Invest in a few fold-out
tables and arrange items in ways you see fit. Have a lot of golf items? Make a golf table. A wealth of electronics?
Keep them together. Also, think about what types of things people might be searching for. As an example, is
Father’s Day fast approaching and are you selling gifts a Dad might like? Create a “Father’s Day” table with those











items. The same items people might not have thought of as gifts are suddenly very desirable to those who forgot
about Father’s Day.

 

DON’T

Keep money out in the open - Some garage sale hosts may think that a shoebox or even a cashbox is a good
spot for their cash, but if you walk away from it, someone could easily access it. Instead, invest in a fanny pack to
wear during the day and keep your earnings in it.

Follow your customers around - While you may be vastly interested in what kinds of items they’re browsing and
picking up, chances are the customer is going to find you more off-putting than helpful. They might even think
you’re suspecting them of stealing, and could get offended and leave. Instead, let them know that you’re there if
they have any questions, but then keep to yourself.

Let haggling get to you - More often than not, garage sale goers are going to bargain you down — that’s just
part of the fun! Don’t let it get to you. If it’s an item of sentimental value that you simply can’t bear to sell for even
less than your original offer, simply explain that in a calm manner. The customer is sure to understand. 

Do it alone - Some of the most successful yard sales are when multiple families join in at once. Before the sale,
see if you can get neighbors or friends on board to sell some of their own knick knacks. Not only are you bound to
sell more items, but there’s someone to talk to when lulls occur (which typically happen around lunch time or
towards the end of the sale).

Choose just any day - It may sound obvious, but the best times to host a garage sale are weekends from May
through September. Also, try to avoid holiday weekends, as most people are on vacation or doing something other
than garage sale trolling. If you’re able to hold a two-day sale, that’s great, but if you can just do one, Saturdays
usually attract more visitors.

 

A garage sale is a great way to declutter and make some quick cash at the same time so get out there and get it
done.
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Green Ways to Stay Cool in the Summer
Relief from the heat can come in many forms

Operating an air conditioner is an $11 billion a year venture for Americans. What’s more, those a/c units release
about 100 million tons of carbon monoxide into the air annually — two tons for each home using one, according to
WebMD. You can, however, reduce your own carbon footprint while staying cooler this summer, and save some
money on electricity costs while you’re at it.

 
Reducing body heat
 
“The lowest-tech ways to keep cool this summer start with your own body,” said Camille Peri in a WebMD feature
provided in collaboration with Healthy Child Healthy World.

 

Wear clothes made from natural fabrics such as cotton, hemp and linen, which breathe better than synthetic fibers
and naturally wick away moisture. Dine
on ‘cool,’ light meals like salads and
sandwiches instead of protein-rich
meals that warm up the body, not to
mention the oven or the stove, working
against your goal. Use cool water to
decrease your body temperature by
soaking your feet in a tub of cold water,
wearing a wet bandana or taking a cool
shower. A spray bottle of cold water to
spritz yourself throughout the day is a
good idea, as well.

 

Furthermore, remember that warm air
rises; therefore, the basement or ground
floor is the coolest story of your home or
building. Plan to spend most of your time
there, or embark on trips to
air-conditioned public places like the
mall or the library.

 

In-home techniques
 
Now is a good time to think about
changing your home’s efficiency.   Use window coverings to your advantage by keeping your dark-colored curtains
or shades pulled throughout the heat of the day, as that can block up to 80 percent of solar heat. Appliances
inside the home such as the aforementioned stove add to the internal heat and energy consumption of your
household, so utilize microwaves or toaster-ovens, which use up to two-thirds less energy.

 

Also, consider changing your light bulbs to energy-efficient compact fluorescent light bulbs or halogen infrareds.
Lastly, use fans inside the home, especially when it starts to cool down in the evening. Portable fans placed in
front of an open window can bring that cool air inside, and a ceiling fan will help circulate it. Even if you have an
air conditioner, turn on your ceiling fans to help make the room feel cooler.

 

Outside the home
 







“Shading from the inside with curtains and blinds is a good first step, but shading from the outside can be even
better,” Peri said.

 

One of the least expensive ways to do so is to install awnings. The Department of Energy estimates that awnings
can reduce solar heat gain in the home by as much as 77 percent. Woven mesh solar, solar control windows, and
reflective window film are some additional, yet more costly options.

 

Maintaining your air conditioner
 
If you do opt to use an a/c unit, keep the filter clean so airflow is not limited and the appliance lasts longer. Filters
should be cleaned or replaced every month or so, depending on usage. Similarly, make sure the air conditioner
gets a tune-up from a professional every few years to make sure it’s still running efficiently. Install a
programmable thermostat to turn on right before you come home, and set it a bit higher than normal for when
you’re home. A few degrees make a big difference, in terms of energy, but your body won’t notice the difference.
Finally, a shaded air conditioner uses up to 10 percent less energy to operate, so don’t place your central a/c in
direct sunlight.

 

Going into a cool room on a hot day is among the most enjoyable feelings you can experience. Follow these
helpful suggestions and make this summer your best yet.
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